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Savita Bhabhi- finally some Indian Manga porn

 

If you haven’t seen it yet- you just have to! Its like an online illustrated 

pornographic answer to “Goodness Gracious Me”. Savita Bhabhi been 

doing the rounds when it arrived in my Mr.’s inbox from the usual 

suspects, and perhaps some sense of incredulity that it in fact, actually 

exists, prevented me from sticking it up- but as all and sundry seem to 

have seen it by now (that is to say every male in India) I may as well 

post it-  

 

As usual it has elicited the standard moral uproar – media as corrupting 

influence upon the youth of our nation etc.-  

GreatBong: 
 

A new menace is here, an insidious agent of malignancy that creeps silently into your 

bedrooms (and yes even offices when the boss is not around). Assuming the form of 

electron streams, it activates pixels on your computer screen with certain poisonous RGB 

values which, before you know, sap you of your morals, your humanity and also more 

than a bit of your energy. 

As articulated beautifully by an outraged Netizen, a person who suggests the CBI to step 

in to arrest the content creators of the site. 

In my opinion this site is more dangerous than a normal adult site since it targets young 

Indian audience and degrades women. 

I agree. Most normal adult sites do not target younger audiences and depict women as 

fully-rounded individuals with feelings as opposed to just a composition of attractive body 

parts. 

There appears to be some sort of mystery regarding the hidden identity 

of the two guys who invented Savita Bhabhi and her website, and 

suspicious speculation regarding whether or not these guys are from 

India. It seems like the curiosity surrounding this suggests that for most 

people a joke cannot stand without clarity about the ethnicity of the 

comedians. If they are white guys then it may mean that a potentially 

self-reflexive parody of Saas-Bahu middle class morality combined with 

fresh wank material- becomes contaminated suddenly by the gaze of 

two white cyber geeks- for the sensitive patriotic wanker its like the 

moment when you realize that sexkitten69 is really an old pedophile 

named Edgar. And the flag goes suddenly to half mast at the thought of 
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of… yet another diabolical act of cultural appropriation- which invariably 

brings out the “older brother syndrome” in even the most testosterone 

poisoned of patriots- 

(she may be a toon but she’s still our Bhabhi and only we get to 

fantacize about her cup size you bloody Caucasian hemorrhoid)  

here’s a link to an article on it with Tehelka, 
 

Savita Bhabhi is growing to be a phenomenally popular pornographic comic strip. It has 

grown solely by word of mouth to 3911 registered users in little over a month since its 

inception. The lead character has been drawn with every Kserial bahu trapping firmly in 

place: the dull gleam of a mangalsutra, sindoor forming a bright contrast to long dark hair 

parted chastely down the middle. 

The bhabhi angle is a clever one. It combines an astute reading of the Indian sensibility 

with the ability to poke it in the eye. Graphic novelist Sarnath Banerjee is writing a book 

tentatively titled Libido, that will include factofiction tales of sexuality in India. He says, 

“Writing good pornography, or erotica, needs rigour and an understanding of humanity. 

You are an anthropologist looking at socio-psychology.” And Indians have a head start at 

being creative here since, Banerjee says, “You have to be repressed to write good 

pornography. For me, I was fascinated when I saw these prostitutes in Amsterdam, 

coming as I did from the usual anal middle class and its protected environment where 

sexy was Ms Peters, the geography teacher.” 

The message boards on the website are rhapsodic in their unanimous approval of this 

venture by Messrs Deshmukh, Dexstar, and Mad. (Deshmukh writes the scripts while 

Dexstar and Mad do the artwork and design). One is curious about the identities of this 

suspiciously anglicised sounding group. From the message boards we glean that the 

animators are happy to read unsolicited scripts written by fans but that they have to be in 

English as they don’t understand Hindi. Given that the context within which they are trying 

to operate is making it hip to be Hindi, this is curious. On the one hand, their work seems 

meant for mass consumption by people who read bhasha erotica; on the other, it makes 

fun of the stereotypes those brigades enjoy. 

On the subject of repression- Sarnath makes an interesting point- 

reminds me of a certain friend who used to frenetically draw deranged 

pornographic pictures as a kid to cope with the monotony of small town 

living and the occasional erotic encounter with the bearded version of 

Mrs. Robinson or the fat girl next door. And I think the whole 

anthropological side of it is definitely there too- if you want to get an 

insight into another culture- watch their porn first- if Savita Bhabhi gives 

you a sense of where incest prohibition in a large extended families 

creates a country full of men who desperately want to gouge their eyes 

out or screw their cousin sisters (perhaps the later before the former) 

then Japanese Hentai gives you a sense that rape is pretty much the 

way romance is imagined, after the chocolate and roses have been put 

aside- from various accounts through the testosterone grape-vine- 

Japanese women feel that they are required to scream throughout the 

experience and cry if possible. charming. 
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You might be interested in this comic then… 
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Comment by harish_ajmani on September 25, 2008 1:43 pm  
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Comment by ranga on November 28, 2008 2:45 pm  

why r not making stories in tamil , i want tamil savita stories
 

Reply  

Comment by ashoka sharma on January 5, 2009 8:13 am  

It is one of the first desi porn cartoon sites ever I’m a big fanof 

this site but there should be more then one desi porn cartoon site.I 

mean is there no other desi cartoon porn sites. 
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why r not making stories in tamil , i want tamil savita stories
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Comment by shyam on February 9, 2009 2:10 pm  

If you haven’t seen it yet- you just have to! Its like an online 

illustrated pornographic answer to “Goodness Gracious Me”. Savita 

Bhabhi been doing the rounds when it arrived in my Mr.’s inbox from the 

usual suspects, and perhaps some sense of incredulity that it in fact, 

actually exists, prevented me from sticking it up- but as all and sundry 

seem to have seen it by now (that is to say every male in India) I may as 

well post it- 
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Comment by Logan ( Bangladeshi) on February 27, 2009 3:50 am  

No doubt savita series is a great xxx toon series. We want more of 

it. Indians are very creative and savita has proved that. I want to 

see savita bhabhi more hotly and wildly…ohh man when i think of her i need 

to masturbate…. 
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hello my name is Ashwin Joshi for my New Accunde plz
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Dear members,
 

can any one forward to my email all the Hindi stories of 

savitabhabi 

Pasha
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Comment by Lets think on March 21, 2009 11:16 pm  

Dear reader,
 

I feel that though there should be more of an effort to prevent 

younger kids from seeing porn I feel that porn by itslef is not degrading to 

our society. Sex is a very natural thing to any human being. Now you show 

fantasies and impossible situations, its just a story. If you make an issue 

out of it you are just giving it more power and attention than it requires. 

Now if you ban savita bhabhi, how will you do it? If u shut down the site 

another site like it will pop up. Personally I feel porn is ok for the adult 

viewer and since we live in a free country let people say or do what they 

want. Your reeactions means that they are getting to you. You can say 

whatever you want but remember your silence is not your weakness.. 

Reply  

Comment by Sensible Indian Guy on April 4, 2009 5:12 pm  

I wouldn’t call it “manga” … it’s done more in the likeness of Tinkle 

and those other old-school Indian comics. Manga has a very 

different style in artwork, style and presentation. 

Anyway, from the few strips I have seen, it’s pretty decent work. I do have 

a problem with a couple of issues, though, not in the least the one scene 
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where she was protesting a man’s sexual groping, but eventually gave up 

resisting and let him have his way. Such representations can instill a 

subconscious justification for rape, as they positively portray the “‘no’ 

actually means ‘yes’” and “she may resist, but she really wants it” cliches. 

The idea that a woman’s resistance can be overcome with a little bit of 

nipple-poking and vulva-stroking, and that all a protesting woman needs is 

further sexual intrusion, is personally offensive and socially dangerous. 

Anyway, a willingly sexual woman is far more arousing than a woman who 

is unsure (except to some perverts who like the idea of “conquering” 

women). 
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I noticed that this is not the first time you write about this topic. 

Why have you chosen it again? 
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what ever it is but it has got my atention and i visit this site on 

regular basis. Savita Bhabhi rocks man, and frankly speaking i 

love savita bhabhi like no one does, being a girl i woul like to go for a good 

long trip and discuss stuffs 
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Comment by hihello on February 23, 2010 7:05 am  

hey sanjana I am really eager to do sex with you. are 

you ready. I know all the positions. please contact me 

on hihellohowareyou@ymail.com . 
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hey savita i like ur boobs and and sex act with kids
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Comment by mangat on May 13, 2009 7:02 am  

what ever it is but it has got my atention and i visit this site on 

regular basis. Savita Bhabhi rocks man, and frankly speaking i 

love savita bhabhi like no one does, being a boy i woul like to go for a good 

long trip and discuss stuffs 
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if you bored with your girl friend then we will provide female 

escort in india 
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from ahmedabad cont. if possible
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hi i need in jaipur. 9352240080
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hello savitabhabhi i heartly love u and want like u. u r sexi so sexi. 

sex is a beauty heaven of life and u r web site is very useful to 

new coming GIRLS and BOYS . they are practiced after seeing this site. 
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plz update all story in gujrati language because i saw first story till 

today i watch all page of all story and English is regularly update 

why? 
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Comment by RamTej on July 1, 2009 10:03 am  

It is one of the first desi porn cartoon sites ever I’m a big fanof 

this site but there should be more then one desi porn cartoon site.I 

mean is there no other desi cartoon porn sites 
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What can I say. An excellent piece of work. I think alot of boys 

fatasies have come in cartoon form. Its basically what 95% of the 

Indian-Pakistani males are thinking and fantasising about. According to 

wikipedea 80% of siblings have experienced some sort of incest. People will 

never admit it but they will at somepoint thought about thier aunty or uncle, 

or sister or sister-in-law in a sexual way. But I agree with 

SensibleIndianGuy. You can seduce a woman, no problem, however if she 

insists strongly and says no then you MUST back off. It’s only pleasing for 

the man if the woman wants it too. Forced sex is a turn off! We know 

women like to play hard-to-get but men need to draw a line and if the 

woman is totally against it then let her be. 
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i an vrry exited to have managed to get into your site i am 

actually in nairobi (kenya) and am a very adventurers person is 

there any way you may link me up with this sexy lindin girls in kenya please 

reply by my e-mail adress. keep up the sexy work  
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mujje reply karo meri jan…. 
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Comment by K.A.Bhagat on April 6, 2010 1:37 pm  

How can start to see SAVITA BHABHI on my PC FREE ? 

Can you help me for the SAME please. 

Reply  

Comment by Hossain on December 26, 2010 11:17 am  

I want to see SABITA BHABI on my PC FREE
 

Comment by Sandeep Kapoor on March 3, 2010 6:35 pm  

i wanna be a escort. i am avialable in Rohtak. One can mail 

me……….. sam772000@yahoo.com Secreacy assured………… 

Reply  

Comment by RAndheer on June 30, 2010 5:10 am  

HI i wanna be a male escort im in alwar if u like plz mail me 

sharmarandheer777@yahoo.com or u can call me on 09636973177 

Reply  

Comment by mdahmed on July 6, 2010 3:03 pm  

hi i am expert escort iam avaiable 24 for hour on service iam in 

hyd frm india 

mail me plz my email mdahmeali@yahoo.com u can call on mubail 

9533956796 
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Comment by sandy on August 3, 2010 5:44 pm  

SYaSET http://fgb7s3Ffjsev7yrbvqqcf7.com
 

Reply  

Comment by Andy on November 12, 2010 8:23 am  

Contact me if any female is intrested in a hot male escort. 

sweetkiller_333@yahoo.com more info on contact. 

Reply  

Comment by suhail on May 26, 2011 10:30 am  

hi dear,
 

i am male from Dubai ..but indian only..looking for nice aunties for 

fun / friendship 

and more also. 

reply to 

ssuhai_1970@yahoo.com
 

bye
 

Reply  

Comment by suhail on May 26, 2011 10:31 am  

hi dear,
 

i am male from Dubai ..but indian only..looking for nice aunties for 

fun / friendship 

and more also. 

reply to 

ssuhail_1970@yahoo.com
 

Reply  

Comment by Aaditya Singh on June 9, 2011 12:36 pm  

ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh
 

Reply  

Comment by Maladi on June 10, 2011 9:38 am  

Tamil la kathai podungada:) mood varamathri:-)
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Comment by tamanna mishra on June 10, 2011 12:24 pm  

very nice
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Comment by Kabir rao on July 8, 2011 12:29 am  

I m from mumbai any girl, women, ladies, housewifes ,aunty, 

bhabhi etc want a fun, email me with ur cell numbert a fun, email 

me with ur cell number 

Reply  

Comment by Kabir rao on July 8, 2011 12:30 am  

My email id is kabirr301@gmail.com
 

Reply  

Comment by aryan on July 14, 2011 4:15 am  

hi…m aryan…m from chandigarh….if some one need to meet 

me….then mail me…..any grl any aunties…any one…..so…what are 

you waiting for 

Reply  

Comment by Hhaceuwu on September 4, 2011 5:06 am  

I’m unemployed topshelf pussy littlemidgets >:-O
 

Reply  

Comment by Iovqbgtx on September 5, 2011 3:04 am  

Could I have a statement, please? anal children 614126
 

Reply  

Comment by Wppigvtq on September 7, 2011 6:26 pm  

I’m interested in this position sandra img bbs
 

bqycn 

Reply  

Comment by Pdbabcdb on September 22, 2011 1:45 pm  

A book of First Class stamps Sun Lolita Bbs 8-(
 

Reply  

Comment by Wrfpyokw on September 25, 2011 1:23 am  

I’ll put him on Kid Emo Model
 

pvww 

Reply  

Comment by Ogkinxpl on September 28, 2011 1:01 pm  

Directory enquiries lolita bbs remix gallery 850
 

Reply  

Comment by Anil on November 13, 2011 5:23 pm  

Ok i am 21 old my name is anil if any bhabhies,babes& aunties 

want to meet me mail aniljaat000@gmail.com 

Reply  

Comment by Krymaiustai on January 16, 2012 7:48 pm  

Read and share Urdu Sexy Stories,Desi Stories,Urdu Sexy 

Kahani,Desi Chudai Stories,Hindi Sexy Stories,Urdu Font Sexy 

Stories,Roman Urdu Stories,English Sex Stories,Porn Stories in Hindi,Hindi 

Porn Stories 

Reply  

Comment by pilavendra on January 24, 2012 1:43 pm  

verry good
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Comment by zahra on February 8, 2012 5:22 pm  

thankx for email
 

Reply  
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